
Recent studies shown that overeating is now more widespread problem in the 
world than hunger. Why has overeating became a bigger problem than hunger? 
What should be done to solve the problem? 
 

There are a some individuals who supposed that a WW problem of fasting WW 
of folks REG of poor countries have been T almost disappeared and now the 
humanity has a next big task that is an unlimited eating. On the one hand, in my 
opinion,while on the earth are hungered people P  we should not forget about their 
suffering and try to help to overcome the problem of under-eating their people and 
develop their economies. On the other hand, some countries faced with a problem of 
overeating, and we can see more and more fat people REG and even fat their pets RW 
especially in such countries as China and the US. Of course we should think about 
that trouble too. You do not need to mention a the problem of hunger and starvation 
in this amount of detail since the question refers mainly to overeating.  
 

Certainly, the overeating can lead to some dangerous diseases such as 
overweight and diabetes and etc., those can be reasons of heart-attacks and even dies 
WF of people, that all lead to decreasing of average period of life of people. Not a 
clear topic sentence. This paragraph should address the causes of overeating, not the 
results of it.  In addition, as more countries are removing WW into a developed 
category from a poor one so that problem will touch COLL their habitants often and 
often. I think there are many reason of the problem and one of them is a eager WF of 
profits by suppliers of products. They are using tricked things such as a lot 
superfluous advertisement of their food and also they put some tasted stuff into their 
products those lead people to willing have it more RW and more. Another reason of 
overeating is a animals nature of people and human organism has a mechanism that 
try to store a fat to spare as many beasts are doing it for example bears to the winter. 
Also some hotels and resorts provide a politic 'all inclusive' and visitors used to no 
limited themselves and they are becoming addicted to have a lot of food in their usual 
life. RW  You have identified a number of causes of this. This is good. You could 
explain and develop your ideas a little more, though, since some of your ideas are a 
little unclear.  
 

Thus the humanity has the problem of overeating somewhere and that problem 
should be controlled or solved. This is an ok topic sentence.  Of course main role in a 
decision of that task must lay on some authorities such as governments and religions 
organizations. The government should output some laws to reduce amount of 
advertisement of products those can lead to overweight and also they must propagate 
a health-life style WF and invoke the people to do COLL it and also organize a 
number of free sports events and public sports exercises. The religion societies should 
more take part in forming public opinion and explain that gluttony is one of ten sins. 
These actions of authorities should awake a will-power of usual people who must 
wants to diverse they life COLL with different activities. Good, but you could 
develop your ideas by stating what you believe the effects of these ideas would be.  



 
In conclusion, I'd like to recall that the question of hunger is very keen COLL 

until there are a lot of people who suffers and succumb from fasting WW, but in this 
time there is an opposite problem in some places of the world that should not be 
remain without attention. The governments and each habitant should remember of the 
health of himself GRA and the whole nation and if people will take care about 
themselves they can solve every problem. Conclusion does not address the topic of 
the essay - over-eating not hunger.  
 
Task Response - This essay addresses the question only partially as it often addresses 
hunger, not overeating. Arguments are often not supported, particularly in the 
solutions paragraph. A discussion of the predicted effect of measures would develop 
the ideas. 5  
 
Cohesion and Coherence - The essay has overall progression in that it has a clear 
introduction, main body, and conclusion. However,  main topics of the paragraphs 
are not clear and sometimes address different issues. Cohesive devices are used to 
some good effect, but sometimes are over-used or are used incorrectly, leading to 
confusion. 6 
 
Lexical Resource - There are some good attempts at language here, and in some 
cases the meaning is clear. However, there are attempts that cause some difficulty for 
the reader. Problems with register and form of the words make this minimally 
adequate for the task. 5  
 
Grammatical Range and Accuracy - There is a mix of simple and complex forms, but 
the complex sentences are mostly inaccurate and faulty punctuation makes it hard to 
read. 5  
 
 


